INTRODUCTION
Despite the profusion of sensor technologies being applied to the problem, the fact remains that countermine sensor technology has simply not progressed to a satisfactory level. The essence of the present state of wuntermine sensing is captured in a quote from Colonel Robert Greenwalt, "Today, highly trained, scared soldiers use all their senses, augmented with a coin detector and a stick." Based on the comments of US Army countermine researchers in the literature and informal discussions between Army and Oak Ridge National Laboratory ( O N ) researchers, it appears that the Army is convinced that no single sensing technology is completely satisfactory for mine detection and sees the ultimate solution in the fusion of data from multiple sensor types. Hanshaw has described the specific fusion problem faced by the Army in some detail and has discussed selection criteria for what technologies should be fused, but does not give any details of specific data fusion algorithms. In describing how fusion operates, he considers how a soldier actually uses a metal detector. He argues that the audible output of the sensor is "fused" with the operator's visual view of the scene and that the brain's cognitive power melds these cues into an awareness of the size and location of the mine. Furthermore, the process is adaptive; the skill at combining the visual cues with audible data improves with experience 131.
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Hanshaw defmes fusion as the merging of several different data streams of differing importance into a state of awareness of whether or not a mine is present. A good fusion system would mimic animal reaction. Multi-sensor fusion is needed to simultaneously achieve high probability of detection, P,, and low probability of false alarm, P,, thus breaking the universal tradeoff that plagues single sensor mine detectors [3] . For combat minefield breaching, both low P,, and high P, are equally deadly. Low P, is the failure to detect mines that are actually present. High P, causes unnecessary halts in moving military formations, increasing their vulnerability to enemy fire.
Some of the specific elements needed to solve the fusion problem are reasonably well known. The problem in mine detection is "identity data fusion," and conventional data fusion methods address it with classic vector-based pattern recognition algorithms [4] . Data-fusion systems reported in the countermine literature use conventional vector-based methods. Sometimes these are neural nets [3] and sometimes they are based on simple thresholding of vector quantities [5] .
The need for some kind of generalized data fusion method is recognized in the countermine literature [3] . The approach offered by Goutsias has possibilities, but appears to be primarily concerned with image processing [6] . In fact, a considerable proportion of recent research has concentrated on image processing [7,8, There is reason to believe that the mine detector multisensor data fusion problem is tractable. Dogs can consistently detect mines, and this suggests that mines must have detectable features [2] . Whatever form they may take, characterizing features exist and are identitiable. Notwithstanding the argument that a consistent set of characterizing features exists, and notwithstanding the fact that many have tried to fmd it, nobody has ever found a set of feature vectors that reliably characterizes mine identity.
This strongly suggests that the features have not been found because researchers have been looking for the wrong thing. It is worth considering that dogs probably do not represent data as mathematical number lists, but they almost certainly represent data via semiotic structures. This possibility is borne out by recent research that suggests that high-level mammalian cognition is inherently symbolic [23, 24, 25, 26] .
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The argument is commonly, and reasonably, put forward by countermine researchers that if dogs can detect mines, then mines are detectable. Appeal to this argument is the usual justification for the development of electronic systems that seek to emulate the dog's nose. However, there is at least one account of a successful mine detecting dog, who, to all practical effect, does not have a nose [27] . This suggests that what should be emulated by an electronic system is the process by which the dog (or any generic biological system) fuses multiple sensory cues to identlfy the presence of a mine.
Does the idea of computational emulation of a biological process actually provide a practical basis for a novel approach to countermine data fusion? Recent research sponsored by Landauer and Bellman suggests that, in principle, it does [26] . Biological systems process signs and symbols to gain awareness of their environment, and their processing skill improves with experience. They commonly use the data represented by these symbols to perform classification and grouping, and they do not do so by identlfLing boundaries between classes. The way that biological systems perform classification suggests that there exists a w i n g principle of classification that is applicable to computational systems [28] .
Landauer and Bellman define semiotics as "the study of the appearance (visual or otherwise), meaning, and use of symbols and symbol systems." From their examination of classification by biological systems, they conclude that it would require a radical shift in how symbols are represented in computers to emulate the biological classification process in hardware. However, they argue that semiotic theory should provide the theoretical basis for just such a radical shift. Landauer and Bellman do not claim to have discovered the unifying semiotic principle of pattern recognition, but they suggest that it must be inductive in character [29] .
Indeed, the development of a d i e d inductive learning model is the key to artificial intelligence [30,3 11 . Induction is defined as a mode of reasoning that increases the information content of a given body of data. The application to pattern recognition in general (and to the mine sensor fusion problem in particular) is obvious. An inductive pattern recognizer would learn the common characterizing attributes of all (possibly infinitely many) members of a class from observation of a fmite (preferably small) set of samples from the class, and a finite set of samples not kom the class. The problem arises due to the fact that neither of the commonly used "learning" paradigms, symbolic and numeric, are actually capable of performing induction.
A symbolic learning paradigm is one that uses a fundamentally "discrete" mathematical model. For example, any finite or infiite language over a finite alphabet is a discrete model. Inductive learning inherently requires continuous shades of meaning, and these are impossible to adequately represent in a discrete model. Goldfarb's inductive learning model emerged from the attempt to find a general principle of pattern recognition that would accommodate both vector-based and structurebased pattern recognition as special cases. The fundamental idea in both cases is to devise an appropriate measure of similarity. Regardless of the pattern recognition method used, members of the same class are measurably similar, and members of different classes are dissimilar. The inductive learning paradigm includes a means of measuring the (dis)similarity of the semiotic structures of sample data sets.
The following description is taken from Goldfarb [30] . Consider a transformation system as a 3-tuple, T = (0, S, D) where 0 = {ol, oz. 0,. ...} is a set of structured objects, S = { Si}"+, is a finite set of reversible operations that can transform one object into another, and D = {A.o}oeO is a competing famil) of distance functions defined on 0 whose parameter set Q is an (m-1)-dimensional unit simplex Each of the distance functions, Aw, is defined as follows. Weight w' is assigned to operation Si and Aw(ol, 02) = min Zk+, m+(j , , where si is a sequence of operations si = (SO,, ... , Sob that transforms 0, into o2 In other words, the minimum is taken over all possible sequences of operations that can transfonn structured object 0, into structured object or To assure that A0 is defined for every pair of objects, assume that the set S of operations is complete, i.e., there are enough operations to transform any object o1 into any other object oz. To use this definition to compute distance between structures, the system must use its set of operations in a cooperative and competitive manner. All properties that result &om this definition should be viewed as emergent properties.
Conventional classifiers fall out as special cases of the above transformation system. For example, when used in a string-edit transformation system, the above distance function leads to the Levenshtein distance. Similarly, for a fixed weight vector, and a fixed set of coupled operations, the transformation system becomes a conventional neural net.
The ETS results &om the consideration that the set of operations, S, is not sufficient to distinguish members of a class from non-members. In this case, it is necessary to add new operations to the set S. This process of adding operations to the transformation system leads to a sequence of transformation systems, Ti.
where i = 0, 1,2, ...., and where all operations Si, except for So, are obtained from Si., by adding to it one or more operations that are constructed from the operations in S,., with the help of a small set of composition rules, CR. Each rule, R, E CR, allows the construction of new operations fiom existing operations.
Concept learning in the transformation system reduces to an optimization problem, to maximize f(o), where OE Sl, f(o) = f,(o)/ (c+f,(o)), and f,(o) is the A,-distance within the class of interest, and c is a small constant to prevent overflow. Ifn, is a subset of Q consisting of all the global maxima off on Q, then for a given class C and a given set of operations S, every weighting scheme, O'E. Q, , , , , generates the "best geometric codiguration" of the training samples. Ideally (i.e. without noise), for O'E n , , f2(o*) = 0, and fl(o') * 0, the set of S operations produces complete separation between members and non-members of a class.
Inductive learning in the ETS occurs as follows. A sequence of operations S,, is constructed in such a way that for the corresponding T,, the minimum value of f2(o') = decreases, while fl(o*) * 0. Thus, the system learns new rules until it knows enough rules that the distance between all training samples in a class is zero (or close to zero in the presence of noise), and that the members of the class are a finite distance from all the non-members in the training set.
As a point of interest, it is reasonable to ask, is the ETS really a semiotic system? Meystel says that semiotic systems have the attribute of generalizing "the whole" by grouping specific "details." In other words, semiotic systems are "self-organizing," or equivalently, they exhibit "emergent behavior." In his introduction to Meystel's book, Albus puts it a little differently, saying that semiotic systems "are focused on increasing the knowledge about a situation which we seemingly perceive &om the real world" [32] . Goldfarb believes that the inductive process is crucially important, and is the only process by which an agent increases semantic information about its environment. Furthermore, he says that the all the properties that emerge as consequences of his &€intion of the ETS are "emergent properties" [33] . Thus, ETS has several of the key attributes of a semiotic system, particularly since the v e q similarity measure is symbolic.
PROPOSED APPLICATION TO MINE DETECTION
The countermine literature suggests that reliable mine detection with high Pd, simultaneous with low P,, requires data fi-om multiple sensors fused with a good algorithm [3] .
Conventional vector-based systems, such as neural nets, have not produced the desired level of performance. The ETS is an alternative h i o n scheme that is not vectorbased, and may provide the breakthrough that enables robust, reliable mine detection with multiple sensor types.
Why might ETS succeed when vector-based methods have not been equal to the task? First, it is not a foregone conclusion that the mine sensor data output should be represented as a vector. Indeed, as already noted, countermine research has never discovered a reliable set of feature vectors for mine signatures. It is likely that some non-vector symbolic representation of the mine sensor output data remains to be discovered.
It should be noted that such a non-vector representation probably cannot be transformed into a vector representation and used with a neural net. Transforming a symbolic representation into a vector requires the assignment of numerical values to the symbols. This imposes an ordering on the symbols that is probably not indicated by the underlying physical reality. This is one reason that attempts to use vector-based methods to class@ symbolic information have not been successful Wl.
Even if the original features are represented as vectors, vector-based pattern recognition systems do not learn; they merely perform curve fitting. Thus, it is not reasonable to expect a vector-based data fuser to learn all the signatures for a certain class of mine by being trained on a small subset. The vector-based system merely fits a curve in a predetermined vector space, such that the in-class training samples are on one side of the curve, and the out-of-class training samples are on the other. The geometric structure of a finitedimensional vector space is not modified (and inherently cannot be) by the training process.
On the other hand, the ETS does mod@ the geometric structure of the symbolic space in which it operates as it evolves. Essentially, as it evolves it learns the geometric structure of the mathematical space in which exemplars inclass are separable from exemplars out-of-class. Each step in the evolution produces a distance measure which is nonequivalent to the distance measure produced by the preceding step. The geometric properties of a space are characterized by the distance measure and the allowed set of operations.
In fact, vector-based systems can be seen to be a limited special case of ETS, in which characterization of data must be limited to vectors, and the properties of geometric space are not permitted to evolve. That is, the vector-based methods do not learn in the sense that ETS learns. Given these points, it is not surprising that ETS can learn class distinctions that are not noticed by a neural net. Also, if a dog can learn classes when the neural net cannot, then it is fair to ask ifthe dog's behavior is not more like the ETS than like a vector-based system.
There are at present no results by any researcher using semiotic methods to indicate specific P, or P, , or an operating curve indicating the tradeoffs between them for specific mine sensor suites. Based on the preceding discussion, the authors believe that ETS may lead to a s i g " t l y more favorable tradeoff between P, and P, than the methods already tried by the countermine community. An extensive set of multiple-sensor cluttered data recently collected by DAFPA would provide a good test of whether or not ETS can solve a pattern recognition problem that is widely recognized as unsolved by conventional methods.
CONCLUSIONS
The Army has a difficult problem in trying to iden* landmine signatures from the output streams of multiple sensors, and to do so with simultaneous high P, and low P , . Vector-based pattern recognition algorithms, which do not actually learn anythmg, but rather perform curve fitting in a predefined vector space, have so far proven unequal to the challenge. On the other hand dogs, which also rely on multi-sensoq cues, do l e a to ident@ mine signatures with high reliability. The ETS, which is not limited to vector representation or an a priori definition of geometry, is able to use a limited set of positive and negative exemplars to actually learn a set of transformation rules, and a consequent geometry. The geometry is specific to the training set, and simultaneously general to the entire class from which the positive training set is drawn. Dog learning appears to be much more like the ETS than vector-based pattern recognition. The ETS looks very promising as a data h i o n engine for an electronic system to ident@ mine signatures from multiple types of mine sensors.
